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CHOOSE THE CORRECT WORDS FOR THE PHRASE FROM THE OPTIONS GIVEN 
1) I am fact 

A) Truly speaking  B) Appearance   C) Being lazy   D) Remove     
2) To boat   

A) Translator  B) Destrayed  C) Mad   D) In addition 
3) Summing up 

A) a lot of            B) a summary          C) Famous                D) Royal 
4) Rely on 

A) Thin and Strong B) Mad    C) Destrayed                D) depend on 
5) In cold blood 

A) hug   B) Most cruelly   C) Unusual  D) left 
6) In vain 

A) Monkey  B) Welcome  C) of no use  D) fulled 
7) In Shades of  

A) in a variety of B) pulled   C) Stride  D)Walk 
8) Come out 
          A) Emerge  B) left   C) disagreed  D) hug 
9) Live up to 

A) Live to an extent of  B) enemy  C) get back  D) worried 
10) Take care of  

A) Courage   B) look after  C) Servere  D) courage 
11) All walks of life 

A) Different area of occupation                 B)  bread  
C) good fortune     D) excellence 

12) To regard 
A)to look upon  B) fascinating sight C) searching of food D) terrified 

13) Foot men 
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A) Deceptive   B) Opinion  C) Infantry  D) Soon 
14) Be hald 

A) To see something    B) Food and other things 
C)  Go back     D) Willing  

15) To waken 
A) Solid   B) to rouse  C) Plants grown   D) Said 

16) Make friends with 
 A) Belief  B) Be friendly with C) Defeat   D) injured 

17) Have a Glimpse of  
A) Soon   B) Unusual  C) Take a quick look  D) Increase 

18) Point out 
A) Very Severve  B) Extends   C) Dull     D) Indicate 

19) Swallow a lump in the throat 
A) Over come one’s hesitation   B) To attack  
C) An army     D) Made it happen 

20) Take heart  
A) Pieces     B) Good fortune  
C)  Be positive amid a crisis   D) Challanging 

 
 

CHOOSE THE CORRECT SYNONYMS FOR THE WORD  FROM THE OPTIONS GIVEN 
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21) Reassuring 
A)encouraging  B)early morning  C)  powerful   D) 

part with 
22) Imagined 

A) rich      B) well-liked   
C)  sufficient     D) emrisioned in the mind 

23) Mason 
A)one who builds B) travel  C)  unhappy   D) business 

24) Chatted 
A) the job of stiching clothes   B) spoke to each other  
C)  bussiness     D) take loan 

25) Grip 
A) disprove     B) deep faith  

 C)  hold firmly     D) very unusual 
26) Stream 

A) anroid  B) fly backward  C)  be unkind   D) disprove 
27) Sting 

A) holy   B) shine   C)  hurt    D) 
tasks 
28) Performance 

A) worth  B) olden  C) scented   D) plan 
29) Descending 

A) think deeply     B) fair price shop  
C)  rank      D) going down 

30) Delight 
A)happiness  B) power  C)  study   D) modest  

31) Loom 
A) Telecast     B) Ask     
C)  Surpass     D) A Wearing frame 

32) Rapidly 
A)Fair price shop B) Winner  C)  Aim    D) Reveal 

33) Spectator 
A)On looker  B)Uncommon  C)  Managing   D) Help 

34) Scandalous 
A) Stopped  B) Place   C)  Improper   D) Quality 

35) Miracle 
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A)Readiness  B) Wonder  C)  Amaging   D) Stout 
36) Sqeal 

A)find      B) bottem  
 C)  upper layer     D) high pitched cry 
37) Hideous 

A)thrilled     B) letter   
C)  guess     D) unpleasant 

38) Mouth – Watering 
A)accepting  B)tempting to eat C) delicious   D) strange 

39) Discover 
A)find out  B) booklet  C)  willing   D) get 

40) Giggling 
A )tough     B)  laughed in a silly way 
C)  victor     D) safe 
 

FIGURES OF SPEECH OBSERVED IN THE FOLLOWING POEM 
41) “Tell me not, in mournful numbers”, 
Life is but an empty dream “ 
Write out the words in Alliteration 

a)  me, mournful       b) not ,numbers  c) but ,empty       d) A&B 
42)  “ Still like muffled drums, are beating 
Funeral marches to the grave “ 
Mention the figure of speech used in the above lines 

a) Metaphor   b)Simile   c) Personification   d) Ellipsis 
43) “ In the bivouac of life 
 Be not like dumb driven cattle “ 

a) Apostrophe      b) Onamatopoeia  
c) Repetition      d) Metaphor 

44) “Tell me not, in mournful numbers”, 
       Life is but an empty dream “ 
      For the soul is dead that slumbers 
  And things are not what they seem 
Bring out the rhyme scheme in these lines 

a) abab     b)aabb    c)abba      d)aaab 
45) Art is long , and Time is fleeting “ 
Identify the Figure of Speech Used 
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a) Simile       b) Personification   
 c) Metaphor       d) Oxymoron 

46) “ In the world broad field of battle , 

In the bivouc of life “ 

Mention the Figure of Speech used in the above lines 

a) Hyperbole      b) Onamatopeia   

 c)Simile      d) Metaphor 

47) “ Trust no future, how’er pleasant ! 

Let the dead past bury its dead!” 

Mention the Figure of Speech used in the above lines 

a)Metaphor      b) Oxymoron    

c)Hyperbole      d) Personification 

48) “Dust thou art , to dust returnest 

Was not spoken of the Soul’ 

Mention the Figure of Speech used in the above lines 

a)Simile    b)Allusion   c) Hyperbole   d) Onomatopeia 

49) “ O Wringed Seeds 1 you crossed the furrowed Seas 

To nestle in the warm and silent earth “ 

Mention the Figure of Speech used in the above lines 
a)Metaphor   b)Simile   c) Hyperbole   d)none of these 

50) “ I’ll be centre of my gravity , a universe of one “ 
Identify the Figure Speech Used here 

a) Onamatopoeia   b)Allusion   c) Simile   d)Metaphor 
51) “ It is the star to every wand “ring bark “ 
Mention the Figure of Speech used in the above lines 
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a) Huperbole   b)Oxymoron   c) Metaphor   d)Allusion 
52)”Let me not to the time marriage of true minds “ 
Mention the Figure of Speech used in the above lines 

a) simile   b) Personifiaction  c) Metaphor   d) Allusion 
53) “ If you can’t be apine on the toip of the hill 
Be a scrub in the valley “ 
Mention the Figure of Speech used in the above lines 

a)Metaphor   b) Allusion   c)personification  d) Hyperbole 
54)” O Captain ! My Capatin !  our fearful trip is done “ 
Mention the Figure of Speech used in the above lines 

a) Metaphor   b) Simile   c) Apostrophe   d) Oxymoron 
55) “ Harmonic cacophony to oblivious ears “ 
Mention the Figure of Speech used in the above lines 

a) simile   b)Personification  c) Oxymoron   d)Apostrophe 
56)” Footprints on the sands of lime “ 
Mention the Figure of Speech used in the above lines 

a)simile    b)Metaphor   c)Apostrophe   d) Repetition 
57)”Like a golden swarm of fireless you came” 
 Mention the Figure of Speech used in the above lines 

a) Personification  b) Simile   c)alliteration   d) Poet Diction 
58) “Love is not Love 
Which alters when it alteration finds, 
Or bends with the remover to remove” 
Mention the Figure of Speech used in the above lines 

a)Metaphor   b)Personification  c )Simile   d) None of These 
59) “As humble plants by country hedgerows growing, 
      That treasure up the rain” 
Mention the Figure of Speech used in the above lines 

a) Simile   b)Personification  c)Metaphor   d)Oxymoron 
60)” The reddest flower would look as pale as snow” 
Mention the Figure of Speech used in the above lines 

a) Simile   b) Metaphor   c)Oxymoron   d) Personification 
 
MATCH THE POEMS WITH THE POETS 
61) The poem “A pslam of life” is written by _______ 
 a)Heny wadsworth Longfellow   b)Robert frost 
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 c)Kamala Das     d)Lewis carroll 
62) ”Be the Best” has been written by _______ 
 a)Khalil Gibran     b)Thomas Hardy 
 c)Douglas malloch    d)James kirkeep 
63) ”The cry of the children” is written by_______ 
 a)grace Nicholas    b)Walt Whitman 
 c)Lesile Norris     d)Elizabeth Barrett Browing 
64) D.H Lawrence Is the author for which of the following poem? 
 a)Is life but a dream    b)To cook and eat 
 c)Biking      d)The piano 
65) The poem “Manliness” is written by________ 
 a)Rudyard kipling    b)Emma Richard 
 c)David roth     d)Vidya Sagar 
66) ”going for water” has been written by ______ 
 a)Stephen Vincent Benet   b)Robert frost 
 c)John Mansfield    d)Hope spencer 
67) The poem “Apology” is written by _________ 
 a)Ralph waldo emerson    b)vivisn yould 
 c)Randall jarell     d)gayathri pahlojani 
68) ”Be glad your nose is on your face” is written by________ 
 a)Rex coker     b)Jack prelutsky 
 c)H.w Long fellow    d)F.Joanna 
69) The poem “The flying wonder” is written by ________ 
 a)Annie Louisa walker    b)Ashwin 

c)V.K yokak     d)Stephn Vincent Benet 
70) Lewis carroll is the author for which of the following poem? 
 a)Is life, But a dream    b)The piano 
 c)No men are foreign    d)The Apology 
71) ”Identify the author of the poem “O captain my captain”________ 
 a)Henry Charles     b)Kamala Das 
 c)Walt Whitman    d)Vivian yould 
72) ”Snake” has been written by_______ 
 a)D.H.Lawrence     b)Douglas malloch 
 c)grace Nicholas    d)Khalil Gibran 
73) ”Punishment in kindergarten” is written by ______ 
 a)Tagore     b)Kamala Das 
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 c)Dipti Bhatia     d)Stephen Vincent Benet 
74) The author of the poem “Nine gold medals” is ________ 
 a)Rudyard kipling    b)F. Joanna 
 c)David Roth     d)Jacl prelutsly 

 
75) Thomas Hardy is the author for which of the following poem________ 
 a)The man the killed    b)Snake 
 c)The piano     d) Be the Best 
76) ”where the mind is without fear” written by________ 
 a)Saki      b)R.kNarayan 
 c)Rabindranath Tagore    d)James kirkup 
77) “Our Local team” has been written by______ 
 a)Ruskin Bond     b)grace Nicholas 
 c)Norman Nicholson    d)Henry Louis Vivian Derozia 
78) ”Hope spencer” is the author for which of the following poem_______ 
 a)Shilpi      b)Keep your spirits High 
 c)A tiger in the zoo    d)Inclusion 
79) ”shilpi” is written by ________ 
 a)Stephen Vincent Benet   b)Ashwin 
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 c)Famida Y. Basheer    d)edger A. guest 
80) ”Night” has been written by________ 
 a)Willion Blakes     b)Kushwant singh 
 c)Tammy  Ruggles    d)Annie Lousis walher 
81) ”A sonnet for my incomparable mother” poem was written by _______ 
 a)Sundara Ramaswamy    b)f.Joanna 
 c)Grace Nicholas    d)Rabindranth Tagore 
82) The poem “You can’t Be that, No you can’t Be That” is written by_____ 
 a)Brian Pattern     b)Rudyard kipling 
 c)Robert Frost     d)D.H.lawrence 
83) ”going down hill on a bicycle” poem was written by _______ 
 a)V.K.gokak     b)Henry charles 
 c)Walt Whitman    d)Ruskin Bond 
84) Sonnet No:116 has been written by______ 
 a)D.H. Lawrence    b)O.Henry 
 c)William Shakespeare    d)Anton Chekov 
85) ”Don’t quit” has beem written by_______  
 a)William wordsworth    b)edger A.guest 
 c)Jack prelutsky     d)Annie Lousia walker 
86) The poem “Solitary Reaper” is written by_____ 
 a)William wordsworth    b)William Shakespeare 
 c)Thomas hardy     d)edger A.guest 
87) The poem “Dicoveru” is written by______ 
 a)Lewis carroll     b)gayatri pahlojani 
 c)Robert Frost     d)Rabidranath Tagore 
88) “Biking” has been written by___ 
 a)David Roth     b)Jack Prelutsky 
 c)Vidya Sagar     d)Judith Nicholls 
89) ”Inclusion” poem was written by______ 
 a)Oscar wilde     b)Walt Whitman 
 c)Dipti Bhatia     d)Khalil gibram 
90) ”granny granny please comb my hair” is written by __________ 
 a)grace Nicholas    b)Kamala Das 
 c)H.W. Longfellow    d)Stephen Vincent 
WHICH NATIONALITY STORY BELONGS TO 
91) ”The Last Leaf” story belongs to which country______ 
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 a)America  b)Australia  c)China   d)India 
92) ”The Lottery ticket” story belongs to which country______ 
 a)Russia  b)France  c)England  d)India 
93) ”Refugee” story belongs to which country________ 
 a)China   b)Burma  c)lefabon  d)Russia 
94) ”The open window” story belongs to which country______ 
 a)Myanmar  b)America  c)India   d)Australia 
95) ”Two friends” story belongs to which country_______ 
 a)france  b) England  c)china  d) Ireland 
96) ”How the camel got its Hump” story belongs to which country_______ 
 a)India  b)Pairs  c)China  d)Russia 
97) ”The sun Beam” is written by_________ 
 a)Hemangini Ronade   b)Manohar Devadoss 
 c)Lakshmi mukundan   d)Neeraja Raghavan 
98) ”The story “Every Living Thing” is written by ______ 
 a)Saki     b)James Herriot 
 c)Rex coker    d)Rob Reilly 
99) Which among these is not a short story? 
 a)Tsunamika    b)The fairy crane 
 c)Snake     d)Each one is unique 
100) Which of the following is  not a short story? 
 a)The colourful sweets   b)Nature cares for nature 
 c)I can take care of myself  d)Is life but a dream 
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